
 

Handy Materials to Have on Hand for 
Class Use Spanish for You! 

I thought it would be helpful to give teachers and parents a list of materials 
handy to have on hand when using Spanish for You!. You should find these 
items sufficient for doing just about any game or activity in the Spanish for 
You! curriculum. 

• index cards - almost always cut them in half to get more for the 
money! 

• colored card stock for making vocabulary flashcards and cards for 
other activities. 

• one box, like a shoebox, for each child and Ziploc bags. You can use 
these to organize their flashcards. For example, the first flashcards 
they make will be for Lección 1 (which is Unit 1) vocabulary. Make a 
Ziploc bag for that. The next set they make is for Lección 1 verbs, so 
have a bag for those, and so on. They will use their flashcards for 
different activities throughout the program. (Often the flashcards 
are made and stored at home. So, teachers may suggest these 
items to parents for home organization.) 

• dry erase squares and markers - you can also use scrap paper and 
pencil, but the kids really enjoy dry erase! I just get large dry erase 
posters and cut them into big squares. Less expensive! 

• 2 flyswatters - for a Swat the Flies game (Matamoscas in Spanish.) 
• large craft popsicle sticks - the optional Popsicle Stick Activity may 

come up in your lessons. 
• about 2 dice per every 3 or 4 students. 
• items to mark Bingo cards 
• a large world map or globe - the optional Explore the World or Race 

Around the Spanish Speaking World may come up in your lessons. 

If you ever have questions while using Spanish for You!, please feel free to 
contact me, Debbie, at support@spanish-for-you.net.
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